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NKDO MISSION STATEMENT

The mission of the National Kidney Donation Organization is to 

save lives by making living kidney donation more accessible 

through education and awareness, and to remove obstacles to 

such donation. NKDO also works with kidney patients to assist in 

navigating the route to kidney transplantation.

BECOME A MEMBER OF NKDO!

•	 No cost associated with becoming a member. 

•	 You will be enrolled in our new Facebook members group

•	 You	may	opt-in	to	be	notified	of	developments	in	transplant	that	may	impact	you.	
•	 You will receive the NKDO Newsletter 

•	 You will be invited to participate in periodic Zoom meetings with industry experts. 

National Kidney Donation Organization is the largest 

living donor advocacy organization in the country. 

We	need	your	help	to	increase	our	ability	to	effect	
changes	which	benefit	donors	and	recipients	alike.	
All donors have the right to be properly informed so 

that	they	can	donate	effectively	and	with	the	most	
protections available.

You can help by becoming a member of NKDO!

https://www.nkdo.org/nkdo-membership
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Donor Connect
Donor Connect is a National Kidney Registry (NKR) program which offers the services of NKDO 
and National Kidney Foundation living donor mentors to donor candidates at NKR-affiliated 
transplant centers. The program saw tremendous growth in 2022 as transplant centers recognized 
the value which a living kidney donor mentor can bring to a transplant program. NKDO started 
the year working with seven centers, and we engaged with 28 centers by the end of 2022. Our 
mentors contacted almost 7,000 donor candidates and we facilitated 272 transplants over the 
course of the year. These numbers rose rapidly month-over-month as Covid receded, and we 
are targeting 400 facilitated transplants in 2023. 

How effective is the program? The proof is in the data. The image below reflects a nearly three-
fold increase in donations when a Donor Connect mentor is assigned to the prospective donor. 

Higher Conversion Rates with Donor Connect

Donations:

AVG. REGISTRATIONS

1.3%

Without mentor

3.0%

WitH mentor

51

3,899

184

6040

PL DASH Donation data for all centers in 2022 (1/1/2022-12/31/22) as of 2/3/2023 9:50:09 AM

Donor Registration Conversion Rate:
Donations

Average 

Registrations

2022 Registrations + 

2021 Registrations

2
( (

Living Donor Coordinator feedback about Donor Connect:

“We are so glad we have 
you guys. It’s a great 

program.” 

“While each donor’s donation 
journey is a personal and unique 
experience, having someone who 

has had the experience of donation 
guide you through the process is 

invaluable.”

“The overall feedback 
about the mentor program 

is incredible. We appreciate 
partnering with you.”
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NKDO President Matthew Cavanaugh and NKDO team member Hilary Baude are leading NKDO’s 
primary advocacy outreach program in 2023. These National Kidney Registry-sponsored kidney donor 
athletes will take on the 1K12M (One Kidney, 12 Marathons) challenge, completing 12 marathons 
within one year—shattering the misperception that kidney donation imposes physical limits on donors. 
The outreach is attached to the marathons which Hilary and Matt will be running throughout the year. 
NKDO team members, joined by colleagues from Kidney Donor Athletes, One Kidney Clubs, and other 
organizations, will use these events as platforms for outreach to the local community to advocate for 
living kidney donation and for interaction with transplant centers.

The intent of these gatherings, in addition to advocacy, is to have fun and to celebrate with our fellow 
living donors, recipients, and advocates. If you live near one of the locations and would like to participate, 
either as a runner in an associated 5k or whatever is being offered, or you just want to come meet the 
crew and cheer on the runners, please contact Lisa Emmott at l.emmott@nkdo.org.

Marathon Date Supporting Centers

Publix Atlanta Marathon February 26 Emory University, Piedmont Hospital

Los Angeles Marathon March 19
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, UCLA 

Medical Center, USC

Salt Lake City Marathon April 22
Intermountain Medical Center, 

University of Utah

Cincinnati Flying Pig Marathon May 7
Christ Hospital,  

University of Cincinnati

Denver Colfax Marathon May 21
Centura Porter Adventist Hospital, 

University of Colorado

Rock ‘n’ Roll San Diego Marathon June 4
University of California San Diego 

Medical Center

San Francisco Marathon July 23 Stanford, UCFS Medical Center

Medtronic Twin Cities Marathon October 1
Abbott Northwestern Hospital, Mayo, 

University of Minnesota

Washington Marine Corps Marathon October 29
Medstar Georgetown University 

Hospital, Walter Reed National Military 
Medical Center

*New York City Marathon November 5 TBD

*Philadelphia Marathon TBD TBD

*Honolulu Marathon TBD TBD

1K12M - One Kidney, Twelve Marathons

mailto:l.emmott@nkdo.org
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NKDO Legislative Update

NKDO mentor Elaine Perlman, who also serves as a WaitList Zero director, is a 
tireless lobbyist for living donor issues. Elaine shares:

The shortage of kidneys causes the death of over 100 Americans each day. Yet most 
reports claim that only 12 die each day from the kidney shortage. Why is there such 
a wide discrepancy? During the initial stages of kidney disease, many could qualify 
for a kidney transplant if we had enough kidneys. But then these potential recipients 
become too sick, so they are never listed on UNOS’s transplant waitlist, or they must 
be removed from the list due to their deteriorating condition. These people are not 
counted in the 12 who die daily. In fact, over one million Americans have died from 
the kidney shortage since 1988. As advocates for kidney donation, what can we do 
to prevent these deaths, especially for those among us who have no more kidneys 
to donate?

We can advocate dissolving barriers to donation. Donors Josh Morrison and Thomas 
Kelly founded Waitlist Zero to pass policies that will get us closer to our eventual goal 
of ending the kidney shortage. As the new Director of Waitlist Zero, my first goal was 
passing the historical Living Donor Support Act in New York State in 2022. Now all 
kidney and liver donors in New York will be reimbursed for their costs and lost wages. 

The current limitation of the NLDAC federal government reimbursement program 
requires donors and recipients to earn less than $47,000 annually (below 350% of 
the poverty line) in order to qualify for reimbursement. The result of this rule? A lab 
technician I spoke with, who earns less than the $47K annual salary, was told by the 
federal NLDAC program that she would not be reimbursed. Why? Her prospective 
recipient, a renal researcher, earns over that amount. So NLDAC will not provide her 
with a reimbursement, making her life saving donation unaffordable.

Waitlist Zero has developed a proposal for a new federal law, the Honor Our Living 
Donors (HOLD) Act so that living donors in all 50 states will not go into debt to donate. 
Modeled on the New York legislation, the reimbursements will make living donation 
cost neutral for all American donors. In addition, the HOLD Act will provide lifelong 
health insurance for all kidney donors. Currently, living donors are only protected for 
healthcare costs for 90 days after our surgery. This does not provide us the peace 
of mind and the protection donors need. With lifelong Medicare, donors will have 
the protection of lifelong health insurance that federal and many state employees 
get after ten years of employment. Soldiers who take risks to protect us all also 
receive lifelong health insurance. Living kidney donors take risks to give life and 
need protection after the surgery. Providing lifelong health insurance for all kidney 
donors, past and future, is endorsed by the American Society of Transplantation’s 
Board of Directors. 

Want to join the effort to pass the HOLD Act? 
Contact me at Elaine@WaitlistZero.org

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6287861/
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2019/08/29/us-throws-away-3-500-donated-kidneys-per-year-study-says-heres-why/2139644001/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6287861/
https://www.amjtransplant.org/article/S1600-6135(22)00510-X/fulltext
https://www.amjtransplant.org/article/S1600-6135(22)00510-X/fulltext
mailto:Elaine@WaitlistZero.org 
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In December 2021, the New York City Police Department held a press conference at One Police Plaza in 
Downtown Manhattan. The conference orchestrated a first-time meeting between two of New York City’s finest, 
Sergeant William Gaspari and Officer Tommy Alexander. These officers shared a bond that few ever experience. 

In November 2020, Gaspari, using the National Kidney Registry’s kidney voucher program, donated one of his 
kidneys to Alexander in a lifesaving kidney transplant. The press conference was hosted by Mike Lollo, himself 
a living kidney donor, a former NYC Detective and at the time, the National Kidney Donation Organization 
president. Prior to the event, Lollo was informed of another New York City officer who needed a kidney 
transplant, seventeen-year veteran and mother of two teenagers, Vadrien Alston. Several TV cameras and 
news media were on hand to document the emotional meeting of the fellow officers. Officer Alston was also in 
attendance that day and was briefly interviewed about her situation. She was hoping her outcome would follow 
that of Alexander. 

On that December day in 2020, Utah resident Sophia Jackson traveled from Utah to the East Coast for work. 
From a Maryland hotel room, she was inspired as she witnessed the news broadcast of a tearful hug between 
donor Gaspari and recipient Alexander. That hug married bravery with gratitude. Sophia was awestruck at the 
broadcast. “I didn’t know if it was Officer Alston’s optimism in the face of struggle, the fact that she was a NYC 
Police Officer, or just me being where I needed to be at that very moment in time that sparked my desire to 
help.” Jackson recalls. Upon her return to Utah, Sophia inquired about what she could do to assist Vadrien. “I 
had no idea what was involved but I knew the outcome would be worth it” Jackson says. 

After registering at the local transplant center as a potential donor, Sophia was assigned to Donor Connect 
mentor Steve Wilson to assist her in navigating the donation process. Steve instructed Sophia that blood 
testing was step one in the process. For Sophia, it was also obstacle one. It was determined that she was not a 
match and could not donate directly to Vadrien. To this day, Sophia recalls the disappointment she felt thinking 
she would be unable to help. She called Steve and shared the news that she was not a match. Steve explained 
the advancements that have been made in kidney donation pairing, specifically the donor voucher program 
through the National Kidney Registry and that Sophia could still proceed with donating for Vadrien. 

Sophia felt renewed and advanced to step two, more blood work and a comprehensive medical evaluation. 
Here she encountered obstacle number two – low iron levels. Sophia embarked on a regimen of iron treatments 
and within two months her levels were in the normal range. On October 15, 2022, Sophia Jackson gave the 
gift of life and donated one of her kidneys to a stranger in exchange for a kidney voucher for Officer Alston. 
On December 8, one year to the day that Sophia first saw the news from that Maryland hotel room, Vadrien 
received a new kidney. Both are healthy and thriving.

Utah Woman Gives New Meaning to 

Supporting the NYPD 

Jackson recalls fondly, “I am so thankful for the opportunity to help 
Vadrien find a kidney. I am glad she put herself out there. I am 
grateful for everyone who helped me on my journey. My heart is 
full, and I would do it over again. I wish I had more than one to 
give.” Sophia is currently very active in living donor advocacy 
and raising awareness for living kidney donation.  
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Center for Radical Innovation for Social Change (RISC) 

Teams with Donor Connect
Many potential donors are eliminated early in the evaluation process because of weight or 
smoking issues. In 2022, NKDO partnered with RISC to impact the ability of those potential 
donors to move forward in the evaluation process. The RISC team’s mission is to generate 
breakthrough solutions to the world’s most difficult social problems. The Center for RISC is the 
brainchild of Steven Levitt, professor of economics at the University of Chicago and co-author 
of Freakonomics.

A RISC team member shares: 

“Project Donor is an effort by the Center for Radical Innovation for Social Change (RISC) at 

the University of Chicago to improve the kidney donation process. At RISC, we know that 

people seeking to donate their kidneys - whether to loved ones or strangers - are heroes. 

But many would-be donors are barred from donating due to stringent eligibility requirements 

(including BMI and smoking status) and at-times opaque bureaucracy. Motivated to close this 

gap between aspirational and successful donors, we help individuals secure donor eligibility 

and support their emotional and physical health leading up to and following donation.” 

In the Fall of 2022, Donor Connect mentor Kelly Schmitt gave her mentee, Victoria M, information 
about the RISC program when her Penn Medicine team informed her that she needed to lose 
weight for donation to be a safe option. This month, Victoria successfully donated her kidney 
at that same center to a stranger to provide a voucher for a young boy who needs a kidney. 
She has saved TWO lives and impacted countless others who are friends/family/community 
members of those two recipients. 

As Victoria notes, “The RISC program made my donation journey smoother since I felt 

supported in my weight loss. Being able to have guided assistance through Noom allowed me 

to be the healthiest I could be leading up to donation surgery. Their follow up 

and check ins increased my motivation.” 

The donation world has many moving parts, all working in 
unison to create the miracle of a second chance at life for 

another person. RISC has become an integral part in the 
story of many potential donors, as they join the fight 

for those on the kidney waitlist and help create ‘more 
tomorrows. NKDO is proud to partner with RISC 
through the Donor Connect program.

https://risc.uchicago.edu/
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NKR Medical Board Update

During the NKR Medical Board meetings this quarter we discussed an 
unfortunate case report and a very positive trend. First the troubling case report 
which was recently communicated to the NKR:

A woman on dialysis was in need of a new kidney and her incompatible husband 
was willing to donate on her behalf. Their transplant center listed them as a pair 
on the NKR but repeatedly declined match offers over the course of a year while 
the center apparently worked to set up an internal swap. Unfortunately, some 
transplant centers view internal swaps (i.e. those exclusively involving their own 
patients) as more beneficial for them and (mistakenly) for their patients. 

After an excruciating and unnecessary extra year on dialysis, the center finally 
got the woman transplanted via an internal swap. During a future Medical Board 
meeting we will consider what steps might be taken to identify and prevent 
similar potentially life-threatening situations from happening again to patients 
listed on the NKR. Unfortunately there are some centers that don’t even list their 
pairs on the NKR, making it virtually impossible to help them, except through 
better patient and donor education via organizations like the NKDO.

The positive trend we discussed involved a dramatic increase in “donor 
conversion rate” that NKR transplant centers have achieved over the last year. 
Donor conversion rate is the percentage of qualified potential donors who are 
referred to centers by the NKR who end up eventually donating a kidney. In 
2021, the conversion rate was only about 8.5% averaged across all the centers 
in the NKR network. In 2022, that conversion rate had climbed to about 11.5%. 
That 3% improvement may not sound like much, but it equates to almost 100 
additional donations per year!

The improvement came in part from the NKR stopping sending referrals to 
centers with a very low (or zero) conversion rate when there are other centers 
with a higher conversion in the same geographic region. But perhaps more 
importantly, the NKR has developed a set of “best practices” for treating would-
be donors well (e.g. getting back to them in a timely fashion after they express 
their initial interest in donating) and encouraging transplant centers to adopt 
them. When centers do adopt these best practices, donors report being much 
more satisfied with the process and have a much higher likelihood of ultimately 
donating a kidney.

By Dean Pomerleau
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2023 WINTER Donation News 
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Medic
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ory:

A Texas Couple Both Had Liver Transplants. Now 

She Helps Others As A Transplant Surgeon.

When Engebretsen and Labbe met, she was working with 

an organ procurement organization in Miami. She asked 

so many medical questions that her boss suggested she 

go to medical school. Once in med school, she made that 

decision to become a transplant surgeon. Their story.

Transplantation
Characteristics of Potential 
and Actual Living Kidney Donors: 
A single-center experience 
There remains a considerable imbalance in the supply and demand of kidney allografts in the United States. In 2019, over 100 000 candidates were listed on the kidney transplant waiting list, with only 23% of those receiving an organ. Given the large discrepancy in available kidneys, various strategies have been implemented to try and bridge this gap. Study 

$

Each year thousands die because 

there aren’t enough organs for 

transplants, and I may be one of them.

It’s time to start 

compensating donors. 

Dylan’s story.

WIRED

Would You Se
ll Your Extra

 Kidney?

$ The Grand 
Island Inde

pendent

Want To Do
nate A Kidn

ey Or Liver
?

This New Center For Living Donation Aims 

To Increase Live Donors For Patients In Need

Penn Medicine has opened a Center for Living Donation, bringing under one 

roof its services for patients who receive kidney, liver, and uterus transplants 

with organs donated by living people. Details here. 

APRIL

Donate Life Month
SHARE THE LOVE!
During National Donate Life Month, help raise awareness about donation by encouraging Americans to register as organ, eye and tissue donors and to honor those that have saved lives through the gift of donation. April 5th is National Living Donor Day. Information and resources are available at Donate Life America. 

National Kidney Foundation

When Kelli Strother walked into her local 
NKF office in 2018, she expected to 
discuss kidney health policy and figure 
out how her employer could help improve 
mental health services for people with 
kidney disease. She walked out with 
partnership ideas and an invitation to 
a kidney health screening event, which 
would inadvertently kick-start her journey 
to become a kidney donor.

Paired Kidney Exchange Program 

Gets Two People off Dialysis in One Day 

https://www.houstonchronicle.com/lifestyle/renew-houston/health/article/texas-couple-liver-transplants-17627218.php?fbclid=IwAR39UuvNZkKOkmYiNAE9Gi6Vbd-RF9nIo2tie9HeJ7ToMwgYM7V6ynQQ3KY
https://journals.lww.com/transplantjournal/Fulltext/9900/Characteristics_of_Potential_and_Actual_Living.256.aspx
https://www.wired.com/story/kidney-donor-compensation-market/
https://theindependent.com/want-to-donate-a-kidney-or-liver-this-new-center-for-living-donation-aims-to/article_ce3fe4d2-8e4e-11ed-bcfb-6b625fda9dd0.html?utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook&utm_campaign=user-share&fbclid=IwAR37SXFRSP5rjZFPc64zcxyruZbshTdmtnNFSxE57ILHvHAbx9iIWWR_MGM
https://www.donatelife.net/ndlm/
https://www.kidney.org/newsletter/paired-kidney-exchange-program-gets-two-people-dialysis-one-day?fbclid=IwAR3hjKphWt48hCJzN5IFUlJnhuSHodQeiXRQr-DLCodGRg4San-ZQn8BOR8
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A woman who suffered acute kidney failure has been given a new lease of life after 

a living donation made possible by her mother and a stranger. Seyda’s story.

Woman’s Life Transformed After Living Kidney Donation By Mother And Stranger

Wadsworth Times

David Krissman tells the story and lessons of America’s only experiment with universal healthcare 

(kidney failure). In 1972, the US government guaranteed healthcare coverage for people with 

kidney failure. While the program has been a life raft for millions of patients who have needed 

dialysis, in many ways our treatment of kidney failure has been a cautionary tale. Understanding 

the lessons of this story not only provides a path for better kidney care, but a powerful framework 

for fixing healthcare in our system as a whole. Listen here. 

What if the whole US healthcare system could be put into perspective 

by how we treat one disease? 

The Great Social Experiment

A total of 6,466 people became living organ donors in 2022, slightly fewer than 

in 2021. Living organ donation has varied considerably over the last several years, 

reflecting various trends in transplant need and the circumstances where living 

donation is an option. The all-time record of 7,389 in 2019 was followed by a 

decrease to 5,726 in 2020, due to effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. Release 

Organ Transplants Again Set Annual Records

UNOS 2022

If you have any kidney donation stories to share, please send them to Rachel at rachellou@hotmail.com

https://www.wandsworthguardian.co.uk/news/national/23185915.womans-life-transformed-living-kidney-donation-mother-stranger/
https://www.thegreatsocialexperiment.net/
https://unos.org/news/2022-organ-transplants-again-set-annual-records/
mailto:rachellou@hotmail.com
https://www.houstonchronicle.com/lifestyle/renew-houston/health/article/texas-couple-liver-transplants-17627218.php?fbclid=IwAR39UuvNZkKOkmYiNAE9Gi6Vbd-RF9nIo2tie9HeJ7ToMwgYM7V6ynQQ3KY
https://theindependent.com/want-to-donate-a-kidney-or-liver-this-new-center-for-living-donation-aims-to/article_ce3fe4d2-8e4e-11ed-bcfb-6b625fda9dd0.html?utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook&utm_campaign=user-share&fbclid=IwAR37SXFRSP5rjZFPc64zcxyruZbshTdmtnNFSxE57ILHvHAbx9iIWWR_MGM
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From kidney donations to human challenge trials for Covid-19 vaccines, Josh 

Morrison shows the vast good any individual can do. Josh story here. 

JOsh Morrison Took Risks For Science, And He Thinks You Can, Too

VOX

2023 WINTER Donation News CONT’D 

“It really was a small inconvenience ... The surgery was quick. The recovery was quick,” 

Christine Faust said. “I don’t feel any different than I did before the surgery.”  More here.

After 6-Person Kidney Exchange, Families Meet For First Time

Chicago Sun Times

“I am walking around with two perfectly good kidneys, and I really only need one, 

so I decided to see if I could do it too”.  - Amy Zupancic

3 Anonymous Kidney Donations From One Atlanta Family 

Kidney Luv

“There was just something about Vadrien’s story that, I don’t know, it just triggered that 

part of me that is ‘this is something you can do to help someone,’” Jackson said. When 

Jackson returned to Utah, she contacted the National Kidney Registry to inquire about 

becoming a living kidney donor. Their story.

Orem Woman Gives Ultimate Gift, Saving Two Lives With Kidney Donation

2KUTV

If you have any kidney donation stories to share, please send them to Rachel at rachellou@hotmail.com

https://www.vox.com/future-perfect/23393284/future-perfect-50-josh-morrison-1day-sooner
https://chicago.suntimes.com/news/2022/11/10/23451172/kidney-donation-paired-exchange-advocate-christ-calcutt-faust?fbclid=IwAR07PpHD96yXar_VxEm2H_l-3YttECC7_ZaFnqARU5whp97rrwA8w3FvMaw
https://www.kidneyluv.com/post/3-anonymous-kidney-donations-from-one-atlanta-family?fbclid=IwAR3hjKphWt48hCJzN5IFUlJnhuSHodQeiXRQr-DLCodGRg4San-ZQn8BOR8
https://kutv.com/news/local/orem-woman-gives-ultimate-gift-saving-two-lives-with-kidney-donation-new-york-city-police-officer-national-kidney-registry?fbclid=IwAR1nhsLIq-TVigkI9oN9V__pUdVEEannnX2SgUKbu1qgFUiKVFyybsvWCyA
mailto:rachellou@hotmail.com
https://www.cbsnews.com/losangeles/video/rose-parade-sweepstakes-award-winner-announced/?intcid=CNM-00-10abd1h


Variety Sandbox Films
Documentary Maker, Launches With Projects 

from Werner Herzog, Penny Lane, and More.

Titled “Confessions of a Good Samaritan,” Lane’s new film explores the nature of 

altruism when she decides to give one of her kidneys to a stranger. This look at 

the ethics of organ transplantation asks: Who is your neighbor, and what do you 

owe them? The film is being produced by Gabriel Sedgwick. Sandbox Films will 

executive produce with development support from Impact Partners. 

Congratulations Penny!
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Clinical Kidney Journal 
The existence of predisposing factors 

that interfere with water excretion by 

the kidneys is the most common cause 

of hyponatraemia and Lee did not 

appear to have drunk 6–8 L of free 

water as in some case reports of 

excessive water ingestion by healthy 

people. So, did Lee have factors 

predisposing to hyponatraemia? 

A brief overview of publicly available 

information suggests that this is the 

case. Analysis 

Who Killed Bruce Lee?
The Hyponatraemia Hypothesis 

CBS Los Angeles

Rose Parade Sweep
stakes 

Award Winner Ann
ounced

The 2023 Rose Parade awards were 

announced and the Sweepstakes Trophy, 

the highest honor for most beautiful entry: 

encompassing float design, floral presentation 

and entertainment, was presented to the 

Donate Life Rose Parade Float built by Fiesta 

Floats. Watch the announcement here. 

Missouri Farmer, 80, Boasts One Of The World’s Longest Lasting Transplanted Kidneys.His Sister’s Kidney Has Lasted 56 Years And Counting.
“So much wasn’t known. Doctors 
had to learn from people like Butch,” 
Pomfret said. “What does happen after 
a transplant? Maybe he’ll live a year. 
Well, he beat that. Maybe he’ll make 
it to five years. Then, he has a child. 
Oh my God. Nobody knew what 
immunosuppression was going to 
do to fertility. Would he die of some 
type of cancer since he needed all 
these medications to alter his immune 
system? And, here he is, 56 years 
later on a tractor. It’s unbelievable.” 
Butch and Patty’s story.

UC Health Today

Oberlin Man To Receive Kidney 

From Amherst Woman
Fundraiser 5k, Fun Run March 4 To Help 

Family During Recuperation  “I am an avid 

runner, and so I planned on running from my 

house in Amherst to theirs in Oberlin on 

Christmas Day to deliver the news,” Vasko 

said. “I told Carol that me and some members 

from my church were going to sing Christmas 

carols outside their window while Matt 

was doing dialysis.” Katie’s story

The Morning Journal 

https://variety.com/2020/film/news/sandbox-films-documentary-werner-herzog-penny-lane-1234763600/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC9664576/#bib4
https://www.cbsnews.com/losangeles/video/rose-parade-sweepstakes-award-winner-announced/?intcid=CNM-00-10abd1h
https://www.uchealth.org/today/missouri-farmer-boasts-one-of-the-worlds-longest-lasting-transplanted-kidneys/?fbclid=IwAR2oDMKQTGioQwMQb1kwdK2eTRu8ne-5z2elAEr7Xmw257TUsCtlMZ5SjjE
https://www.morningjournal.com/2023/01/18/oberlin-man-to-receive-kidney-from-amherst-woman/?utm_medium=social&utm_content=fb-morningjournal&utm_campaign=socialflow&utm_source=facebook.com&fbclid=IwAR0kzlY5DfArcXraeav80jbiTBHCW82ADXQcrk0OMC19YFhHB5I2-IbxQbo
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SPONSORS

We want to thank our charitable donors and our corporate sponsors.

The National Kidney Registry is the principal sponsor for 1K12M, 

NKDO’s main advocacy initiative for 2023. Transplant Genomics, Inc 

(TGI) and Maritime Partners LLC also stand behind our mission of 

living kidney donation education and outreach.

TGI is supporting NKDO’s involvement in the 1K12M program. 

Maritime	Partners	LLC	is	a	generous	sponsor	of	NKDO’s	efforts	
across the spectrum of our activities.

Thank you,

Ned Brooks, CEO

nedbrooks@nkdo.org

https://www.kidneyregistry.org/
https://transplantgenomics.com/
https://transplantgenomics.com/
https://maritimepartnersllc.com/

